What's in the Box?
50 Matching Tile Cards and 2 BONUS Sticker Sheets

Fun Food Matching Game Rules (2-4 Players)

Object of the Game
Match the most pairs by flipping over tile cards to win!
If you don’t make a match, tell everyone which turned tile card is your favorite, and why!

Setting Up the Game
Separate ten matching pairs of tile cards from the deck. Pick your favorite foods and friends from the French Toast and Friends™ world!
Twenty tile cards total. Mix these tile cards up.
Lay the tile cards face down in five rows of four.
Note: For a more challenging game, use more pairs of tile cards.
Use an odd number of pairs to prevent ties.
PLAYING THE GAME

The youngest player goes first.

1. On your turn, flip over any two tile cards. If you have a match, take the pair of tile cards and place them face-up in front of you. Now, go again!

2. If you don’t make a match, tell everyone which of the two foods or friends is your favorite and WHY! After doing so, flip the tile cards back over.

3. Your turn is now over.

4. Play continues this way going clockwise.

WINNING THE GAME

Once all of the tile cards have been matched, the player with the most matches wins.

CHECK OUT THE FRENCH TOAST AND FRIENDS™ BOARD GAME AT WWW.HAYWIREGROUP.COM
OBJECT OF THE GAME
Players flip tile cards over one at a time. Friend beats food! If you flip a friend tile card and your opponent flips a food, take both tile cards. Player with the most tile cards at the end wins!

SETTING UP THE GAME
Mix up all of the tile cards. Each player randomly takes 25 tile cards and places them face-down in a pile in front of them. This is their draw pile.

PLAYING THE GAME
1. Both players flip over the top tile card from their draw pile.
2. If one player flips a friend, and the other player flips a food, the player that flipped the friend takes both tile cards and places them to the side of their draw pile. This is their score pile. These tile cards are not played again.
PLAYING THE GAME (CONTINUED)

3. If both players flip a friend or a food, then it is a tie and these tile cards are put to the side and out of play.

4. Play continues this way until all tile cards from each player’s draw pile have been flipped.

WINNING THE GAME

After all tile cards have been played, the player with the most tile cards wins. If there is a tie, both players win!